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ABSTRACT

During the performances based on performance art, the audience and the performers are in interactive 
communication. Along with the performance art, artistic communication becomes symmetrical and the 
artist with the audience share an emotional and mutual sharing. Performance art is an important ex-
ample of artistic communication model. In addition, the art of performance opposes the social, physical, 
spiritual borders we are in, and deals with issues such as supervision policies, religious and ideological 
exploits, identity and gender discrimination, diseases, unemployment, economic and ecological problems. 
It is seen that performance art frequently uses the aesthetics of violence while addressing these issues. 
In this chapter, two important representatives, who use violent of aesthetics in their performing arts, 
Marina Abramovic and Hermann Nitsch, will be the subjects.

INTRODUCTION

‘Art is not to do but is to be’ ~Marina Abromovic

An artistic work created with aesthetic indicators is an effective tool for understanding and interpreting 
the universe. Art communication, compared to other communication elements, joins the influence of 
popular culture and shows more changes in every period, leaving aesthetic impressions in the audience’s 
senses of seeing, hearing and feeling. Communication, which is an indispensable element of socializa-
tion, reveals a very effective type of reaching the masses when it integrates with the common feature of 
art. Especially, a communication process created through the stage integrates with the dynamic transfer 
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of artistic elements dynamically and meeting them again in a dynamism. The communication procedure 
created especially through stage unites with a dynamic reception by dynamically transferring the artistic 
element which is also dynamic themselves.

Art is a planned way of communication. While every element in fictional mechanism contains ar-
tistic content, the one that transfers and the transmitted one are both inside the aesthetic atmosphere. 
Artistic communication is created by giving an artistic meaning to the artistic components in the ba-
sic communication sequence and by transferring indicators that have artistic elements to senses. The 
characteristic pattern of the notion of art is reflected by providing primarily a flow of senses instead of 
a flow of information. Information transferred through art become more memorable because they are 
apprehended through senses. The transfer of an artwork by the artist through stage, spectator reactions, 
influences and noises are the artistic indicators in the basic communication sequence. The main points 
of the communication methods such as the message attracting the attention of the target audience, the 
message contains both the symbols of the recipient and the field of experience of the source, the mes-
sage warns the basic requirements of the recipient and has the potential to satisfy them, and the way 
the requirements suggested by the communicator are met with the social status of the recipient. When 
evaluated in terms of artistic communication, it can be ensured that the values in this communication 
types are perceived better. In artistic communication, the message is the created artwork. In terms of 
visual and auditory presentation of the colorful world brought by the popular process, one of the ele-
ments that ensure a good communication is to present a work with criteria that will attract the attention 
of the target audience. This is the strategic planning in art.

In interpersonal communication, the message is not expected to reach the recipient with pleasure. 
However, appreciation is an important concept in works of art. It is a matter of concern that the work 
created with aesthetic values meets an emotional team requirements. The fact that the message has 
the potential to bring the receiver in artistic sense is one of the important factors in the establishment 
of artistic communication. This is the reason why the subject of Aesthetics of Violence is mentioned 
in this article. Performance art is an important example of artistic communication model. The art of 
performance opposes the social, physical, spiritual borders we are in, and deals with issues such as 
supervision policies, religious and ideological exploits, identity and gender discrimination, diseases, 
unemployment, economic and ecological problems. It is seen that performance art frequently uses the 
aesthetics of violence while addressing these issues.

In this article it is going to be mention that performance art is the way of artistic communication 
which includes interactive and symmetrical communication. Artistic communication uses the aesthetics 
of violence in order to create performance more attractive. This article gives more attention to aesthetics 
of violence becomes a miror of Marina Abromovic and Hermann Nitsch’s own catharsis.

BACKGROUND

Performance word in Latin: ‘Perfunger’, in English and French: ‘Performance’, in German while it 
corresponds to the words ‘leistung’ and means ‘to do, finish, accomplish, enforce’, it is also used in 
Turkish to mean ‘any success, fulfillment, processing, artwork, game, number’. (Bayazıt, 1997: p. 1443) 
Performance art, in other words, the art of performance, in this sense, is “performing above all a perfor-
mance or event, as well as performing a successful work, staging anything whether there is a stage or 
not. According to Germaner (1997: p. 59), art performance means “the completion of that work of art 
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